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Abstract

Electrical conductivity soundings provide important constraints on the ther-

mal and hydration state of the mantle. Recent seafloor magnetotelluric sur-

veys have imaged the electrical conductivity structure of the oceanic upper

mantle over a variety of plate ages. All regions show high conductivity (0.02

to 0.2 S/m) at 50 to 150 km depths that cannot be explained with a sub-

solidus dry mantle regime without unrealistic temperature gradients. In-

stead, the conductivity observations require either a small amount of water

stored in nominally anhydrous minerals or the presence of interconnected

partial melts. This ambiguity leads to dramatically different interpretations

on the origin of the asthenosphere. Here, I apply the damp peridotite solidus

together with plate cooling models to determine the amount of H2O needed

to induce dehydration melting as a function of depth and plate age. Then,

I use the temperature and water content estimates to calculate the electri-

cal conductivity of the oceanic mantle with a two-phase mixture of olivine

and pyroxene from several competing empirical conductivity models. This
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represents the maximum potential conductivity of sub-solidus oceanic man-

tle at the limit of hydration. The results show that partial melt is required

to explain the subset of the high conductivity observations beneath young

seafloor, irrespective of which empirical model is applied. In contrast, the

end-member empirical models predict either nearly dry (<20 wt ppm H2O) or

slightly damp (<200 wt ppm H2O) asthenosphere for observations of mature

seafloor. Since the former estimate is too dry compared with geochemical

constraints from mid-ocean ridge basalts, this suggests the effect of water

on mantle conductivity is less pronounced than currently predicted by the

conductive end-member empirical model.

Keywords: electrical conductivity, magnetotellurics, mantle hydration,

origin of the oceanic asthenosphere, lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary

1. Introduction

The upper mantle is composed of rigid lithospheric plates that slide on1

ductile asthenosphere. The depth interval over which the rheological tran-2

sition from rigid to ductile behavior occurs is known as the lithosphere-3

asthenosphere boundary (LAB). The mechanism responsible for the viscosity4

reduction at the LAB is often attributed to temperature, mineral hydration,5

or partial melting (Anderson and Sammis, 1970; Karato and Jung, 1998;6

Stixrude and Lithgow-Bertelloni, 2005; Faul and Jackson, 2005). Geophysi-7

cal observations sensitive to all three mechanisms provide constraints on the8

origin of the LAB and the asthenosphere.9

Magnetotelluric (MT) and seismic studies of oceanic plates both show10

contrasting material properties above and below the LAB. The lithosphere11
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often exhibits high seismic velocity and low electrical conductivity, while the12

asthenosphere exhibits low seismic velocity, strong seismic anisotropy, and13

high electrical conductivity (Kawakatsu and Utada, 2017). Seismic studies14

have identified a sharp velocity reduction below oceanic plates at depths15

thought to coincide with the LAB. Regions characterized by a sharp LAB16

typically experience a 5–10% shear wave velocity reduction over a depth17

interval less than 30 km thick, requiring unrealistic temperature gradients18

that are inconsistent with a thermal origin (Fischer et al., 2010). Although a19

thermal origin alone is less likely, debate persists over which mechanism, par-20

tial melting or mineral hydration, best explains the geophysical observations21

(Beghein et al., 2014).22

Here, I focus on the electrical conductivity signature of the LAB beneath23

oceanic plates. The conductivity structure of the oceanic upper mantle has24

been observed by a relatively limited number of independent marine MT25

studies, each located in a unique tectonic setting. Since mantle conductivity26

varies as a function of temperature, water content, and partial melt frac-27

tion, MT data provide unique constraints on the origin of the asthenosphere28

(Yoshino and Katsura, 2013; Kawakatsu and Utada, 2017).29

Most studies consider olivine as a proxy for the electrical properties of30

the bulk upper mantle since it is the primary mineral phase in peridotite31

(∼60%) and laboratory measurements on dry olivine, pyroxene, and garnet32

show similar conductivity behavior (Xu and Shankland, 1999). Generally, the33

asthenosphere is 10−2 to 10−1 S/m. As is the case with seismic observations,34

this range of asthenospheric conductivity values also requires unrealistic tem-35

peratures for dry mantle olivine. Several independent laboratory studies have36
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reported distinct empirical models for the electrical conductivity of hydrous37

olivine (Gardés et al., 2014). The model discrepancies have led to conflict-38

ing interpretations of either hydration or partial melting as the cause of the39

electrical asthenosphere (Wang et al., 2006; Yoshino et al., 2006).40

A global approach that assumes the mantle conductivity is controlled by41

olivine, however, masks the heterogeneity among MT studies, ignores the42

role of pyroxenes, and precludes considering the thermodynamic stability of43

a multiphase sub-solidus mantle in a regional context. Furthermore, due to44

the prominent effect of CO2 on the solidus, recent studies suggest sub-solidus45

LAB is unable to explain conductivity observations for hydrous carbonated46

source mantle regardless of plate age, whereby incipient melts may be a47

ubiquitous feature of the LAB (e.g., Katsura et al., 2017). Since the gravi-48

tationally stability of incipient volatile-rich melts remains an open question,49

there is an inherent non-uniqueness when inferring hydration or partial melt50

from MT observations. Here, I demonstrate that when temperature and hy-51

dration are parameterized in a thermodynamically consistent framework and52

the mantle is treated as a two-phase mixture of olivine and pyroxene, none53

of the existing empirical conductivity models for hydrated mantle minerals54

can explain the high conductivity signature at LAB depths in MT observa-55

tions made on young seafloor. Therefore, partial melting is the only viable56

mechanism to explain highly conductive LAB. By ignoring the role of CO2,57

the present study clarifies when hydration is not a viable mechanism to ac-58

count for the observed mantle conductivity and, in such cases, resolves the59

previously noted issue of non-uniqueness.60
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2. Mantle conductivity61

2.1. Conduction in nominally anhydrous minerals62

Peridotite rock is the primary constituent of the upper mantle and is63

made up of the nominally anhydrous minerals (NAMs) olivine, pyroxene,64

and garnet. In the absence of well-connected conductive phases such as65

metal oxides or fluids/melts, the electrical conductivity signature of the up-66

per mantle is controlled by the concentration and diffusion of point defects67

through the crystal lattice structure of silicate minerals, both of which are68

thermally-activated processes (Yoshino and Katsura, 2013). Therefore, the69

conductivity behavior of mantle minerals can be described by empirical fit-70

ting of experimental conductivity data to an Arrhenius relation.71

The dominant conduction mechanism for dry olivine is a combination of72

small polaron hopping (charge exchange between ferrous and ferric iron) and73

diffusion of magnesium vacancies (Schock et al., 1989)74

σdry = Avac exp

(
−∆Hvac

RT

)
+ Apol exp

(
−∆Hpol

RT

)
(1)

where σdry is the anhydrous olivine conductivity, Avac and Apol are preex-75

ponential factors, ∆Hvac and ∆Hpol are activation enthalpies, R is the gas76

constant, and T is absolute temperature. In addition to temperature, mantle77

conductivity varies as a function of oxygen fugacity, iron content, and (to a78

lesser extent) pressure due to changes in defect concentration. For a quartz-79

fayalite-magnetite oxygen fugacity buffer representative of upper mantle con-80

ditions, dry olivine conductivity increases from approximately 10−6 S/m at81

700oC to 10−2 S/m at 1400oC (Constable, 2006).82
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2.2. Hydrogen conduction83

The electrical conductivity of the upper mantle is also dependent on the84

concentration of hydrogen defects (commonly referred to as water content)85

in NAMs due to the high chemical mobility of hydrogen that is incorporated86

as a charged species (H+) (Karato, 1990). Experimental studies have con-87

firmed that hydrated NAMs are significantly more conductive than their dry88

counterpart. However, there are significant inter-study disagreements regard-89

ing the degree to which water enhances conductivity (Gardés et al., 2014).90

Furthermore, it is not yet clear which hydrogen conduction mechanism is91

responsible for the enhancement and whether a single or multiple species of92

hydrogen are operating (Du Frane and Tyburczy, 2012; Karato, 2013).93

The conduction mechanism for hydrated NAMs has been expressed in94

one of two forms. Wang et al. (2006) developed an Arrhenian relation for95

olivine conductivity that takes into account hydrogen speciation96

σwet = AwetC
r
w exp

(
−∆Hwet

RT

)
(2)

where Cw is the water content and exponent r is a constant. For r = 1 all97

of the hydrogen contributes equally to conduction and when r is less than98

one it implies the concentration of hydrogen that influences conductivity is99

some fraction of the total concentration. Yoshino et al. (2009) proposed an100

alternative relation that treats hydrogen as a single species101

σwet = AwetCw exp

(
−∆Hwet − αC

1/3
w

RT

)
(3)

where α is a constant. The exponent r, which is not included in the equa-102

tion, is implicitly assumed to equal unity, such that all of the incorporated103
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Figure 1: Comparison of six hydrous olivine and two hydrous pyroxene conductivity laws.

Solid and dashed lines show predicted electrical conductivity of olivine and pyroxene as

a function of water concentration at 1350oC, respectively. Predictions vary by up to

one order of magnitude. The shaded region represents the typical range of observed

asthenosphere conductivity. WK = Wang et al. (2006). YM = Yoshino et al. (2009). PR

= Poe et al. (2010). JF = Jones et al. (2012). DK = Dai and Karato (2014). UHO =

Gardés et al. (2014). pDK = Dai and Karato (2009). pZY = Zhang et al. (2012).

hydrogen contributes equally to the conductivity. The α and Cw terms were104

included in the exponential function to account for the water concentration105

dependence of the activation energy seen in their experimental data. This106

has the net effect of increasing the contribution of hydrogen conduction to107

the bulk conductivity at higher water concentrations.108

Figure 1 shows a comparison of several existing hydrous conductivity109

models for olivine and pyroxene at 1350oC. Since conductivity experiments110
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on hydrous NAM samples are prone to dehydration at high temperatures111

(>1000oC), the trends are extrapolations of lower temperature measurements112

to asthenospheric conditions. The WK (Wang et al., 2006), DK (Dai and113

Karato, 2014), and pDK (Dai and Karato, 2009) models adopted the Arrhe-114

nian relation in equation 2. The YM (Yoshino et al., 2009), PR (Poe et al.,115

2010), UHO (Gardés et al., 2014), and pZY (Zhang et al., 2012) models used116

the relation in equation 3. The JF model (Jones et al., 2012) used a hybrid117

of both relations, in which the exponent term r was included in equation 3118

and explicitly allowed to vary. Supplementary Table S1 lists the parameter119

values for all of the empirical models shown in Figure 1.120

Some of the conductivity studies were performed on single crystals and121

reported a unique empirical fit for each crystallographic orientation. Al-122

though the experiments provided an additional constraint on the electri-123

cal anisotropy, a comparison of the results also shows significant disagree-124

ments (Poe et al., 2010; Yang, 2012; Dai and Karato, 2014). Since the125

scope of this paper is limited to isotropic conductivity, the single crystal126

experiments that reported parametric fits to individual axes were geomet-127

rically averaged in all three directions to give an isotropic form of the law:128

σiso = (σ[100]σ[010]σ[001])
1/3.129

2.3. Hydrous olivine conductivity discrepancies130

The first two laboratory studies to quantify the effect of water on olivine131

conductivity were performed by independent groups and published simul-132

taneously, yet reported distinct measurements that differed by an order of133

magnitude (Yoshino et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2006). Such a large discrep-134

ancy led to conflicting interpretations on the origin of the asthenosphere;135
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Wang et al. (2006) inferred hydration while Yoshino et al. (2006) inferred136

partial melt as the responsible mechanism. As can be seen in Figure 1, more137

recent experimental studies have also reported distinct measurements and138

proposed unique Arrhenian conductivity models specific to the data of each139

study (Yoshino et al., 2009; Poe et al., 2010; Dai and Karato, 2014).140

The source of the experimental discrepancies could be attributed to a141

number of complicating factors. In an effort to quantify the experimen-142

tal uncertainties, Gardés et al. (2014) compiled a database of all existing143

hydrous olivine conductivity measurements at the time and proposed that144

inter-laboratory disagreements likely stem from errors in the water content145

estimates. Poe et al. (2010) noted that previous workers used non-polarized146

Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) with the Paterson (1982)147

calibration to measure the water content in olivine samples. For anisotropic148

minerals such as olivine, both the Paterson (1982) calibration, which was149

determined from the spectra of water in glass and quartz, and non-polarized150

IR radiation could lead to large systematic biases in water content measure-151

ments. Indeed, olivine specific polarized FTIR calibrations demonstrate that152

the Paterson (1982) calibration underestimates water contents by a factor of153

about 2.3 in natural and 1.7 in synthetic olivine samples (Bell et al., 2003;154

Mosenfelder et al., 2006; Withers et al., 2012). Bell et al. (2003) also reported155

that using non-polarized spectra with the Paterson (1982) calibration under-156

estimated water in their natural olivine samples by a factor of 3.5. However,157

the conversion factors are only applicable to the set of samples considered by158

a particular study; there is no universal conversion to correct for the water159

concentration of other olivine samples measured with non-polarized FTIR160
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(Libowitzky and Rossman, 1996; Bell et al., 2003; Withers et al., 2012).161

In lieu of applying a potentially inaccurate correction to the reported162

water contents of experimental data, Gardés et al. (2014) increased the upper163

bound limit of uncertainty by a factor of 3.5 for polycrystalline samples and164

used regression analysis to find the best fitting “Universal Hydrous Olivine”165

(UHO) conductivity model for the compiled dataset (although the data of166

Yoshino et al. (2009) were excluded). The UHO model is consistent with167

the largest fraction of existing experimental data. At 100 wt ppm H2O and168

1350oC, the UHO conductivity estimates sit approximately halfway between169

those of the PR and DK models.170

Without independent confirmation that the water contents estimated171

from non-polarized FTIR measurements are biased – specifically for the sam-172

ples used in conductivity experiments – it is yet to be determined which of173

the empirical hydrous olivine conductivity models most accurately represents174

the oceanic upper mantle.175

3. Mantle H2O storage capacity176

Water drastically reduces the melting temperature of mantle minerals.177

While it might otherwise be possible to explain mantle conductivity observa-178

tions with a geochemically reasonable concentration of water, this does not179

guarantee thermodynamic stability of sub-solidus mantle. Indeed, the upper180

mantle beneath young oceanic plates is warm enough to induce melting even181

under dry conditions. In order to determine the thermodynamically viable182

mechanism (partial melting or hydration) that explains observations of man-183

tle conductivity, it is necessary to quantify how much water the mantle can184
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hold before crossing the solidus and undergoing dehydration melting.185

For a given depth and temperature, the solidus of hydrated mantle can186

be used to back out the water concentration (i.e., H2O storage capacity)187

that is required at the onset of dehydration melting. I assign temperature,188

Tplate, as a function of depth and plate age from two plate cooling models:189

the Hasterok (2013) model with 90 km plate thickness and 1350oC mantle190

potential temperature (MPT) and the Stein and Stein (1992) model with 95191

km plate thickness and 1420oC MPT. Using two models with different MPTs192

helps to quantify the effect of temperature on the H2O storage capacity, and193

thus their compounding effect on electrical conductivity. Below the base of194

the plate, temperature is independent of plate age and increases adiabatically195

with depth. Both geotherms include an adiabatic gradient of 0.3oC/km.196

The damp solidus is commonly estimated relative to the dry melting197

temperature. For a typical peridotite composition, Hirschmann (2000) found198

the dry solidus to be199

Tdry = −5.141P 2 + 132.899P + 1393.811 (4)

where Tdry is the dry melting temperature in kelvin and P is pressure in gi-200

gapascal. Here, I adopt the parametrization of Hirschmann et al. (2009), but201

substitute the updated pyroxene partition coefficients from O’Leary et al.202

(2010), to estimate the hydrous peridotite solidus with the cryoscopic ap-203

proximation204

Twet =
Tdry + Tcor(

1 −
(
R/∆Ŝfusion

)
ln
(

1 −Xmelt
OH−

)) (5)

where Twet is the hydrated peridotite solidus, Tcor is a user prescribed con-205

stant that shifts the dry solidus to a higher or lower temperature, R is the206
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gas constant, Ŝfusion is the molar entropy of fusion, and Xmelt
OH− is the mole207

fraction of hydroxyl in the partial melt. The purpose of Tcor is to accom-208

modate a temperature correction for the dry solidus. According to a recent209

study that experimentally quantified the solidus of damp peridotite at low210

water concentrations (Sarafian et al., 2017), the dry solidus in equation 4211

underestimates the melting temperature by 60oC (hence Tcor = 60).212

The cryoscopic approach depends on the mantle composition as well as213

the H2O partition coefficients between minerals and melts, both of which214

are factored into the calculation of the hydroxyl mole fraction (Xmelt
OH−) in215

the partial melt. The value of Xmelt
OH− also depends on the molar unit of216

mass that is applied. Hirschmann et al. (2009) found that using an oxide217

molar unit (59 g/mol) provides a good fit to the freezing-point depression218

for experimental data with melt water concentrations of less than 4.5 wt%219

H2O, but overestimates it at higher concentrations (see their Fig. 9). I assign220

a molar unit of 180 g/mol, which gives an improved fit to the few available221

data at high water concentrations. In the cryoscopic approximation, a larger222

molar mass reduces the effect of water on the solidus and thus increases the223

H2O storage capacity.224

Having estimated temperature as a function of plate age and depth (Tplate =225

f [z, t]) and the damp solidus as a function of water content and depth226

(Twet = f [z,H2O]), it is possible to calculate the H2O storage capacity as227

a function of plate age and depth by determining the water concentration228

required to make Twet = Tplate. The H2O storage capacity determined here229

represents the highest water concentration that the mantle can hold without230

inducing dehydration melting and hence ignores water solubility in NAMs.231
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Figure 2: Water storage capacity as a function of plate age and depth for (a) 1350oC MPT

plate cooling model (Hasterok, 2013) and (b) 1420oC MPT plate cooling model (Stein and

Stein, 1992). Higher temperatures depress the storage capacity. The dark gray, light gray,

and white lines represent the 100, 200, and 500 wt ppm H2O contours. The dashed black

lines show the plate thickness, below which temperature increases adiabatically.

Figure 2 shows the resulting storage capacity for both plate cooling models.232

As expected, the predicted storage capacity for the colder plate cooling model233

is larger since higher water concentrations are required to achieve additional234

reductions in the melting temperature. Since temperatures beneath the base235

of the plate are independent of plate age, the storage capacity there varies236

only with depth.237

4. Results238

4.1. Maximum conductivity of hydrated sub-solidus mantle239

Now that the plate cooling models and damp peridotite solidi have been240

used to define a physically plausible range for the H2O storage capacity, the241
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electrical conductivity (at the limit of hydration) is readily estimated from242

any of the empirical conductivity laws shown in Figure 1. To achieve a more243

accurate representation of the upper mantle, I calculate the bulk conductivity244

for a two-phase system consisting of olivine and pyroxene with the isotropic245

Hashin-Shtrikman upper bound (HS+) mixing model246

σHS+ = σpx + (1 − φpx)

(
1

σol − σpx
+

φpx

3σpx

)−1

(6)

where σHS+ is the bulk mantle conductivity, σpx is the hydrous pyroxene con-247

ductivity, σol is the hydrous olivine conductivity, and φpx is the proportion of248

pyroxene. The volume proportion and water concentration of each mineral249

phase is adopted from Section 3 and shown in Figure S1. Since pyroxene250

holds around one order of magnitude more water than olivine, it is consis-251

tently more conductive than coexisting olivine regardless of the empirical252

model applied, and thus is assigned as the conducting phase in equation 6.253

Given that HS+ assumes an isotropic spherically symmetric mixture where254

the primary phase is the body and the conducting phase is the shell, such a255

geometry likely overestimates the effect of pyroxene. More realistic isotropic256

geometries would yield lower bulk mantle conductivity estimates.257

However, upper mantle peridotite is composed of four primary phases:258

olivine, orthopyroxene, clinopyroxene, and garnet. Existing hydrous clinopy-259

roxene conductivity measurements on samples of peridotitic composition are260

significantly more resistive than olivine and orthopyroxene at low temper-261

atures, but trend towards equivalent values at asthenospheric temperatures262

(Zhao and Yoshino, 2016). Given the similar conductivity behavior and263

magnitude of water held by both pyroxene phases, the two are combined and264
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treated as a single phase265

Cw,px =
φopxCw,opx + φcpxCw,cpx

φopx + φcpx

(7)

where subscript cpx is clinopyroxene and opx is orthopyroxene. When applied266

to equation 6, the pyroxene proportion φpx = φopx + φcpx.267

Although garnet holds nearly twice the water in olivine, it likely has a268

second order effect on mantle conductivity due to its low proportion. Instead269

of ignoring garnet altogether, it is combined with the olivine phase in order to270

conserve the bulk upper mantle water content that will be used for estimating271

the conductivity272

Cw,ol =
φgtCw,gt + φolCw,ol

φgt + φol

(8)

where subscript gt is garnet and ol is olivine.273

Of the 12 possible mixtures of olivine and pyroxene empirical conductivity274

models from Figure 1, I consider the least conductive combination given by275

YM with pZY and the most conductive combination given by WK with276

pDK. Each mixture is used to calculate the mantle conductivity with the277

two sets of thermal structure and storage capacity estimates derived from278

the colder and warmer plate cooling models, but with the maximum bulk279

water concentration capped at 500 wt ppm H2O. Figure 3 shows the four280

mantle conductivity predictions as a function of plate age and depth.281

At depths shallower than the plate thickness, all of the predictions initially282

experience a rise in conductivity with increasing plate age due to increasing283

water storage capacity. The conductivity peaks where the storage capacity284

reaches its pre-defined maximum value and begins to fall with increasing age285
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Figure 3: Maximum electrical conductivity of hydrated mantle as a function of plate

age and depth calculated with the following conductivity and plate cooling models: (a)

YM+pZY and 1350oC MPT, (b) YM+pZY and 1420oC MPT, (c) WK+pDK and 1350oC

MPT, (d) WK+pDK and 1420oC MPT. Storage capacity capped at 500 wt ppm H2O.

Black line is the 0.1 S/m contour, and gray lines are the 50, 100, 200, and 500 wt ppm

H2O contours from Figure 2.
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since the water content remains constant while the plate temperature con-286

tinues to cool. At depths greater than the plate thickness, the conductivity287

is insensitive to age since both the temperature and storage capacity vary288

only with depth.289

The estimates from the warmer plate cooling model (1420oC MPT) show290

a zone of depressed conductivity at about 90–100 km depths. There are two291

sources for the inverted conductivity gradient near those depths. The first292

source is related to a sudden change in mantle composition at the onset of293

garnet stability. Between 2.8 GPa (90 km) and 3.2 GPa (102 km), the propor-294

tion of garnet in the mantle increases from 0% to 13.5% while orthopyroxene295

decreases from 28% to 14%. As previously noted, garnet is less conductive296

than the pyroxene it replaces since it holds about five to ten times less water.297

Therefore, the swap in mineral proportions sharply reduces φpx in equation298

6 and has the net effect of lowering the bulk mantle conductivity estimates299

at 90–100 km depths. The second source, which has less of an impact on300

the conductivity, is produced by a progressive reduction in the water storage301

capacity of orthopyroxene at depths below 90 km due to decreasing Al2O3302

concentrations (Mierdel et al., 2007; Hirschmann et al., 2009). These effects303

are muted in the conductivity estimates from the colder cooling model since304

the water storage capacity below the plate exceeds the 500 wt ppm H2O cap305

applied here (see Fig. 2).306

Figure 3 suggests that MT observations showing highly conductive man-307

tle (∼0.1 S/m) at LAB relevant depths (50–100 km) can be explained by308

hydration alone. Yet this requires water concentrations of up to 500 wt ppm309

H2O, considerably higher than the 50–200 wt ppm H2O observed in MORB310
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Figure 4: Maximum electrical conductivity of hydrated mantle as a function of plate age

and depth. Storage capacity capped at 200 wt ppm H2O. Black line is the 0.1 S/m contour,

and gray lines are the 50, 100, and 200 wt ppm H2O contours from Figure 2.

samples (Saal et al., 2002). Since such high water concentrations are unreal-311

istic under “normal” mantle conditions, I recalculate the upper bound limit312

on conductivity with the storage capacity capped at 200 wt ppm H2O. Figure313

4 shows that these estimates are significantly less conductive. Therefore, a314

reasonable degree of hydration is not likely to account for highly conductive315

LAB in MT observations.316
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4.2. Application to MT observations317

Existing marine MT studies span a wide range of seafloor ages and often318

image upper mantle conductivity values that require unrealistic temperatures319

for a dry mantle end-member. To assess whether hydration is sufficient to320

explain the conductivity constraints, I use the least conductive (YM+pZY)321

and most conductive (WK+pDK) mixtures applied in the predictions to322

estimate the degree of hydration needed to match the MT observations. If323

the hydration estimates exceed the H2O storage capacity, then partial melt324

is the only plausible mechanism.325

MT observations from the Serpentinite, Extension, and Regional Porosity326

Experiment across the Nicaragua Trench (SERPENT) and the Mantle Elec-327

tromagnetic and Tomography (MELT) experiment both show anisotropic328

high conductivity channels at relatively shallow depths beneath young seafloor329

(Evans et al., 2005; Naif et al., 2013). Because the present study does not330

consider anisotropy and the exact amount of anisotropy seen in MT models is331

somewhat dependent on the prescribed inversion regularization (Baba et al.,332

2006), I convert the anisotropic models to an isotropic equivalent by geomet-333

rically averaging the conductivity along all three axes, σiso = (σxσyσz)
1/3. For334

clarity, I also simplify each of the 2D inversion models to a 1D conductivity-335

depth profile by determining the maximum conductivity observed laterally336

per unit depth. The lateral extent considered is 70–350 km distance from337

the ridge axis for the MELT inversion model and 200–300 km distance from338

the coastline for SERPENT.339

The conductive channel observed in the MELT study area is located be-340

neath 1.3–4.5 million years old (Ma) seafloor of the Nazca plate. In Figure341
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5a–c, the left panel shows the 1350oC and 1420oC MPT geotherms for 3 Ma342

seafloor, the middle panel shows the maximum observed isotropic conductiv-343

ity, and the right panel shows the water concentration needed to match the344

observed conductivity. The isotropic conductivity reaches a peak of 0.047345

S/m at 85 km depth. Note that the depth to the peak conductivity here is346

shallower than the peak at 100 km seen in Figure 3 of Evans et al. (2005)347

since the latter was determined from the horizontally averaged conductivity.348

Figure 5c shows that the water contents estimated with the warmer geotherm349

exceed the storage capacity and require a partial melt interpretation.350

The conductive channel observed in the SERPENT study area, beneath351

the outer rise of 22–24 Ma Cocos plate seafloor, is significantly more con-352

ductive and reaches a peak of nearly 0.17 S/m at 55 km (Fig. 5e). In the353

case of 23 Ma plate, the predicted conductivity (from WK+pDK and 1420oC354

MPT) at 55 km depth is 0.084 S/m at the limit of hydration (325 wt ppm355

H2O; Fig. 3d), or 0.063 S/m for 200 wt ppm H2O (Fig. 4d). Since the water356

concentration estimates shown in Figure 5f all exceed the storage capacity,357

the only viable inference is partial melting. It is not clear what influence (if358

any) tectonic processes associated with the outer rise and subduction zone359

may have on the electrical signature of the LAB channel.360

MT observations beneath mature seafloor should exhibit lower conduc-361

tivity at lithospheric depths due to colder plate temperatures. Figure 6362

shows the isotropic conductivity observations from two such studies: the363

NoMelt and Normal Oceanic Mantle (NOMan) experiments (Baba et al.,364

2013; Sarafian et al., 2015). The NoMelt survey, on 70 Ma Pacific plate365

seafloor, provides an example where the conductivity is most consistent with366
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Figure 5: Water content inferred from MT observations on young seafloor. (a) 3 Ma

geotherms. (b) Maximum observed isotropic conductivity from MELT survey. (c) Water

storage capacity of 3 Ma plate for 1350oC MPT (dashed black line) and 1420oC MPT (solid

black line) versus water content estimates needed to match the MELT MT observations.

Dashed and solid lines show the water content estimates for the 1350oC and 1420oC

MPT plate cooling models with the YM+pZY (blue) and WK+pDK (green) conductivity

models, respectively. (d) 23 Ma geotherms. (e) Maximum observed isotropic conductivity

from SERPENT survey. (f) Storage capacity of 23 Ma plate versus water content estimates

needed to match the SERPENT MT observations (Legend same as Figure 5c).
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Figure 6: Water content inferred from MT observations on mature seafloor. Legend same

as in Figure 5. (a) 70 Ma geotherms. (b) Maximum observed isotropic conductivity from

NoMelt survey. (c) Water storage capacity of 70 Ma plate versus water content estimates

needed to match the NoMelt MT observations. (d) 130 Ma geotherms. (e) Maximum

observed isotropic conductivity from NOMan survey. (f) Storage capacity of 130 Ma plate

versus water content estimates needed to match the NOMan MT observations.

a 100 km thick dry lithosphere sitting on nearly dry to slightly damp as-367

thenosphere (less than 200 wt ppm H2O).368

The mantle conductivity from the NOMan survey, on 130 Ma Pacific plate369

seafloor, shows a similar trend to but is slightly more conductive than the370

NoMelt results for depths greater than 100 km. In the lithosphere, however,371

the NOMan conductivity decays at a considerably slower pace than predicted372

for dry olivine, so much so that the water concentrations needed to match the373

observations rapidly increase with decreasing depth. In order to explain the374
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conductivity within the lithosphere as dry mantle, the geotherm would need375

to resemble that of 16-20 Ma plate with 1420oC MPT. However, a relatively376

conductive lithosphere is a common trait in most MT observations since the377

data are known to lack sensitivity to the true conductivity value for resistive378

structures.379

5. Discussion380

5.1. Applicability of hydrous olivine conductivity models381

Previous attempts to infer the degree of hydration from MT observations382

often assume the mantle is composed entirely of olivine. For the conductivity383

of olivine to be representative of the bulk peridotite mantle the water content384

and conductivity behavior of all coexisting NAMs must be equivalent. This385

is potentially problematic because pyroxenes, which constitute up to 40% of386

the upper mantle, may hold approximately 10 to 20 times more water than387

olivine at LAB relevant depths (Mierdel et al., 2007). Figure S2 shows the388

conductivity for an olivine-only mantle normalized by the two-component389

conductivity for an olivine-pyroxene mixture. The normalized conductivity390

trends deviate significantly from unity, which suggests pyroxenes cannot be391

ignored when interpreting upper mantle conductivity. At 100 km depth the392

YM (olivine) model is two (1350oC) to three (1420oC) times less conductive393

than YM+pZY, while the WK (olivine) model is 1.75 times more conductive394

than WK+pDK (for both MPTs).395

Given that water preferentially partitions into the pyroxenes, it is im-396

portant to note that using the HS+ mixing model to estimate conductivity397

of a two-component mixture implies isotropic randomly distributed mineral398
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grains. For layered or sheared peridotite, the mineral distribution is less399

likely to be random. In that case, pyroxenes may be interconnected and400

could dominate the mantle conductivity signature (A. Pommier, personal401

communication, 2017) such that the HS+ conductivity would not be repre-402

sentative of the bulk mantle.403

5.2. Maximizing the water storage capacity404

The aim of this study is to define an upper bound limit on the electrical405

conductivity of sub-solidus oceanic mantle. To achieve this, it is necessary406

to maximize the calculation of the mantle H2O storage capacity. Shifting407

the melting temperature of dry peridotite to be 60oC warmer (based on the408

results of Sarafian et al. (2017)) and applying a molar mass of 180 g/mol (as409

opposed to 59 g/mol) both yield larger H2O storage capacity estimates.410

The 60oC correction included in the dry solidus has a large effect on the411

resulting conductivity predictions. Excluding the correction sharply reduces412

the H2O storage capacity, which translates into a significant reduction in413

the upper bound limit on sub-solidus mantle conductivity. For example,414

the storage capacity at 100 km depth is increased from 327 to 583 wt ppm415

H2O (1350oC MPT) and 89 to 268 wt ppm H2O (1420oC MPT) when the416

correction is applied. This is equivalent to enhancing the YM+pZY and417

WK+pDK conductivity estimates from 0.043 to 0.071 S/m and 0.12 to 0.18418

S/m at 1350oC MPT and from 0.031 to 0.053 S/m and 0.075 to 0.14 S/m at419

1420oC MPT, respectively. By comparison, increasing the molar mass from420

59 to 180 g/mol increases the storage capacity at 100 km depth from 429 to421

583 wt ppm H2O (1350oC MPT) and 227 to 268 wt ppm H2O (1420oC MPT).422

This is equivalent to enhancing the YM+pZY and WK+pDK conductivity423
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estimates from 0.055 to 0.071 S/m and 0.15 to 0.18 S/m at 1350oC MPT and424

from 0.049 to 0.053 and 0.13 to 0.14 S/m at 1420oC MPT, respectively.425

5.3. Effect of carbon-dioxide on the peridotite solidus426

The hydrous mantle conductivity predictions only consider the effect of427

water on the solidus and ignore CO2, which also produces a significant re-428

duction in the melting temperature of peridotite (Dasgupta et al., 2013). In429

fact, the effect of carbon-dioxide on the solidus is so large that even trace430

amounts of CO2 (<100 wt ppm) would induce melting at LAB depths re-431

gardless of plate age. Carbonated peridotite would yield very small melt432

fractions (�1%) yet this may be sufficient to explain most MT observations433

since carbonatite and hydrous carbonated silicate melts are up to two orders434

of magnitude more conductive than hydrous silicate melts (Sifré et al., 2014)435

and form gravitationally stable well-connected networks even at such low436

melt fractions (Holtzman, 2016). Although carbonatite melt may be unsta-437

ble at LAB depths beneath oceanic plates younger than 40 Ma (Hirschmann,438

2010), a plausible alternative is hydrous carbonated silicate melt. Given the439

latter case, it is difficult to distinguish between volatile-rich incipient melt440

and hydration with MT observations alone. The upper bound conductivity441

predictions for hydrous sub-solidus mantle presented here provide an impor-442

tant additional constraint.443

5.4. Effect of ridge melting on plate hydration444

The preceding discussion as well as the water storage capacity estimates445

described in Section 3 assume a static mantle and ignore the effect of melt446

transport and volatile extraction at mid-ocean ridges. Since water has a447
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strong affinity for partitioning into the liquid phase, the production and448

extraction of melt leaves behind a dry mantle residue. Therefore, MORB449

melting of upwelling mantle beneath the ridge axis is expected to generate450

a dehydration boundary in oceanic lithosphere, with dry mantle above and451

damp mantle below (Hirth and Kohlstedt, 1996).452

The depth to the dehydration boundary is controlled by the onset of dry453

melting, and thus can be inferred from the dry peridotite solidus and the454

mantle potential temperature. For 1350oC MPT and 1420oC MPT (with455

0.3oC/km adiabat), the oceanic lithosphere will be dry above 50 km and 70456

km depths, respectively. Although not completely dry, a significant amount457

of water is also extracted at depths between the onset of dry and damp458

melting (Hirth and Kohlstedt, 1996). For mantle containing 200 wt ppm459

H2O, damp melting initiates at 67 km and 86 km depth beneath the ridge460

for 1350oC MPT and 1420oC MPT, respectively. The volatile extraction461

would significantly reduce the upper bound conductivity predictions over the462

depth interval where MORB melting occurs. The water concentration and463

hence the conductivity of the oceanic upper mantle is unaffected by MORB464

processes at depths below the onset of damp melting.465

5.5. Origin of the electrical LAB beneath oceanic plates466

The four MT case studies described in Section 4.2 demonstrate that the467

stability of hydrated mantle in a sub-solidus thermal regime must be con-468

sidered in a regional context when interpreting electrical conductivity obser-469

vations. The SERPENT and NoMelt results are two end-member examples,470

where the former requires partial melt and the latter is consistent with dry471

lithosphere above nearly dry to damp asthenosphere. As previously noted,472
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while the NoMelt asthenosphere can be explained with hydration this does473

not rule out partial melting as an alternative interpretation (Sarafian et al.,474

2015).475

The MELT results require partial melt for the warmer 1420oC MPT476

geotherm based on both the YM+pZY and WK+pDK conductivity pre-477

dictions. The colder geotherm conductivity predictions yield water content478

estimates that do not exceed the H2O storage capacity. However, at the ridge479

axis of the MELT study area, the MT and collocated seismic observations480

both support melting much deeper than 67 km (Forsyth et al., 1998; Baba481

et al., 2006). Therefore, either significantly higher volatile content or a MPT482

warmer than 1350oC is required to allow deeper melting (see discussion in483

Section 5.4). In light of these additional observational constraints, the only484

plausible interpretation for the conductive channel at depths shallower than485

80–90 km is partial melt.486

For NoMelt, three of the four water content estimates require less than 15487

wt ppm H2O to explain the observed conductivity. Only the colder geotherm488

and YM+pZY mixture yield hydration values within the range expected from489

MORB samples (50-200 wt ppm H2O). The NOMan results are similar to490

NoMelt below 100 km depth since all of the water content estimates are491

also lower than the H2O storage capacity. The WK+pDK estimates suggest492

the asthenosphere is effectively dry (<20 wt ppm H2O) while the YM+pZY493

estimates are in line with MORB inferred values.494

The low hydration estimates are atypical and become problematic when495

the rheological properties of the upper mantle are taken into account. The496

primary impetus for the competing interpretations of hydration versus partial497
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melt is that either mechanism has the potential to generate the large viscosity498

reduction required across the LAB. Since water in olivine is typically assumed499

to be the primary control on the rheology of hydrated peridotite (Hirth and500

Kohlstedt, 1996), then a bulk mantle water content of 20 wt ppm H2O is501

equivalent to 2.5–7.9 wt ppm H2O in olivine at depths of 40–200 km. Such502

a low concentration of water in olivine is possibly insufficient to weaken503

the asthenosphere to the extent required by geophysical observations and504

geodynamic models (Karato and Jung, 1998; Kawakatsu and Utada, 2017;505

Becker, 2017).506

6. Conclusions507

The electrical conductivity signature of the mantle is sensitive to temper-508

ature, composition, hydration, and the presence of partial melt. Considering509

the range of hydrous olivine conductivity models to choose from, it is diffi-510

cult to distinguish between hydration and partial melt as the cause of highly511

conductive mantle. In this study, I have demonstrated that when the ther-512

modynamic stability of hydrous mantle and the role of pyroxenes are taken513

into account, some of the marine MT observations – beneath young seafloor514

in particular – require partial melt regardless of which conductivity model is515

applied. Furthermore, the hydration estimates beneath older seafloor imply516

that the WK+pDK models are anomalously conductive and may require too517

little water to explain the relatively low viscosity in the asthenosphere, while518

the YM+pZY model estimates are within the range of MORB values. If the519

WK+pDK predictions are indeed accurate, then either water has a much520

more significant effect on mantle rheology than currently thought or inter-521
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connected partial melts become a necessity to accommodate the viscosity522

reduction across the LAB.523
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